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Class: ____________     Student: ____________________ 

 
Unit 3 Quiz 1   

A. Listening & Oral Test (30 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

1.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

2.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

3.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

4.  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

 

II.  Read aloud (10%) 

Make a dialogue with a partner to talk about how to plant pea plants. 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

 
B. Writing Test. (70%) 
I.  Choose the correct answers.  (40%) 
       1.            and            can help a plant to grow. 

   (A) Sun ; water  (B) Cloud ; wine  (C) Thunder ; earth 

       2. A plant has            in the           . 

   (A) flowers ; mud  (B) roots ; soil  (C) stem ; earth 

       3. The roots help the plant           water to stay          . 

   (A) drinking ; living (B) to drink ; live  (C) drink ; alive 
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       4. A plant           sun and water to make food to          . 

   (A) needs ; survive (B) need ; live  (C) needed ; alive 

       5. The            carries the            to leaves. 

   (A) flower ; seeds (B) stem ; water  (C) root ; air 

       6. Our pumpkin seeds start to            and           . 

   (A) lives ; survives (B) show ; growing (C) sprout ; grow 

       7. The leaves grow            and           . 

   (A) big ; sick  (B) green ; healthy  (C) yellow ; health 

       8. When the time is right, the           will start to          . 

   (A) seeds ; growing (B) flowers ; show (C) roots ; sprouts 

       9. The flowers            so           . 

   (A) look ; pretty (B) looks ; beautiful (C) looking ; big 

      10.            grow           . 

   (A) The flower ; big  (B) Peas ; inside  

(C) The seed ; outside 
 
II.  Supply an appropriate form for the verbs in pa rentheses. 
(30%) 

1. I need __________ (borrow) some money. 

2. The chair needs __________ (paint). 

3. The dishes need __________ (wash). 

4. The boy needed ____________ (eat). 

5. My parents need __________ (sleep). 

6. The house needs __________ (fix). 
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OPEN SESAME 
   (SB P 18-19; WB P 45-48)  
ANSWER KEY 

Class: _____________    Student’s Name:  __________ ___ 

A. Listening & Oral Test (30 %) 

I.  Listen to your teacher and write the correct an swer.  (20%) 

1.  What do plants need in order to make their own food? 
 A plant needs sun and water to make food to survive. 
2.  Where do the roots grow? 

 The roots grow in the soil. 

3.  How does the water get from the roots to the leaves? 

 By the stem. 

4.  Where do the peas grow? 

The peas grow from the inside of the flowers. 

 

II.  Read aloud (10%) 

Please read SB 18-19 to your teacher. 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

 
B. Writing Test. (70%) 
I.  Choose the correct answers.  (40%) 
  A    1.            and            can help a plant to grow. 

   (A) Sun ; water  (B) Cloud ; wine  (C) Thunder ; earth 

  B    2. A plant has            in the           . 

   (A) flowers ; mud  (B) roots ; soil  (C) stem ; earth 

  C   3. The roots help the plant           water to stay          . 

   (A) drinking ; living (B) to drink ; live  (C) drink ; alive 

  A   4. A plant           sun and water to make food to          . 

   (A) needs ; survive (B) need ; live  (C) needed ; alive 

  B   5. The            carries the            to leaves. 
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   (A) flower ; seeds (B) stem ; water  (C) root ; air 

  A   6. Our pumpkin seeds start to            and           . 

   (A) lives ; survives (B) show ; growing (C) sprout ; grow 

  B   7. The leaves grow            and           . 

   (A) big ; sick  (B) green ; healthy  (C) yellow ; health 

  B    8. When the time is right, the           will start to          . 

   (A) seeds ; growing (B) flowers ; show (C) roots ; sprouts 

  A    9. The flowers            so           . 

   (A) look ; pretty (B) looks ; beautiful (C) looking ; big 

  B   10.            grow           . 

   (A) The flower ; big  (B) Peas ; inside  

(C) The seed ; outside 
 
 
II.  Supply an appropriate form for the verbs in pa rentheses. 
(30%) 

1. I need to borrow (borrow) some money. 

2. The chair needs painting (paint). 

3. The dishes need washing (wash). 

4. The boy needed to eat (eat). 

5. My parents need to sleep (sleep). 

6. The house needs fixing (fix). 


